NRNT8.E47258 - SWITCHES, INDUSTRIAL CONTROL CERTIFIED FOR CANADA - COMPONENT

See General Information for Switches, Industrial Control Certified for Canada - Component

Open type reed relays for use in electronic data processing equipment, office appliances and business equipment Model(s) HE722A+, HE751A+

Reed relays, for use in electronic data processing equipment, office appliances and business equipment, open type Model(s) HE721A, HE721B, HE721C, HE721E, HE721R

Reed switches Model(s) BASE-14, DRR-129, DRS-50, DRS-DTH, FLEX-14

Reed Switches Model(s) HA15-2

Reed switches Model(s) MACD-14, MARR-2, MARR-5, MASM-14, MATE-12, MDCG-4, MDRR-6, MDRR-DT, MDSM-10B, MDSM-4B, MDSM-4R, MDSM-7B, MDSM-7R, MDSM-DTB, MDSM-DTR, MDSR-10, MDSR-10R, MDSR-4, MDSR-7, MISM-3V1x, where x can be B or R, MITI-3V1, MITI-7x and MISM-Tx, where x can be B or R, MLRR-2, MLRR-3, MLRR-4, MLSM-3B, MLSM-3R, MLSM-4B, MLSR-4R, MPRR-1, MPRR-2, MPRR-20, MPRR-3, MPRR-8, MVSR-20

(*) - Last four digits may be replaced by 5000 to 9999 incl.
+ - Followed by 0000 through 9999.

Marking: Company name or trademark [L F or [E, HAMLIN]], model designation and the Recognized Component Mark for Canada, on the product or on the smallest unit container in which the product is packaged.
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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